
wordsmith  |  camden collection  |  made in America Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

wordsmith

a master composition
With an adventurous blend of artisan-crafted upholstery, hand-finished wood framing, and midcentury modern styling, our 
Wordsmith Collection is ideal for long hours of reading, writing and relaxation. Tall, dramatic silhouettes create a perfect pitch for your 
back and head, while solid maple arms are gently contoured with elbow cradles. Designer-curated fabrics and leathers add luxury 
to generously cushioned seats sustained by evenly dispersed spring support. And, exposed stitching and other handcrafted details 
add charm and character to every sophisticated 

product details
 � Craftsman-built frames are constructed using solid, reinforced, laminate 

hardwood for lasting strength and superior stability.

 � Made in America—this collection was handcrafted by upholstery artisans in 
North Carolina.

 Arhaus upholstery is made using wood certified by the Sustainable Forestry 
Initiative.

 Frames feature a recycled-steel Flexolator suspension system beneath seat 
cushions for evenly dispersed, firm yet flexible comfort.

 � Backrests are sustained by flexible, sinuous springs for resilient support and 
stability.

 Cushion cores are made with dense, eco-friendly foam made partly from 
sustainable, plant-based material.

 � Poly fiber padding creates relaxing sink. Cotton casings maintain cushion 
shape.

 � Reclining mechanisms are made from solid steel for lasting reliability.

 � Recliner features semi and fully reclined positions.

 � Please allow 2’-3’ of clearance behind the recliner to properly recline.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 
Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Libby Fudge* Leigh Wolf Harley Granite

Leathers: Fabric: Finishes:

Sierra Fossil

your style your way 
Craft a custom design that tells your style story.

This collection is available in special-order Fabrics, 

Leathers, and Finishes.
Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

Recliner 
30" w x 34" d x 40" h 
Libby Fudge/Sierra 31322KALLF
Leigh Wolf/Fossil 31322KALLW
Harley Granite/Fossil 101322REPHG

Chair 
31" w x 36" d x 41" h 
Libby Fudge XW2LCH5*
Harley Granite XW2FCHE*

*available by special order only


